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PRESS UPDATE:

Les Triaboliques - rivermudtwilight (468088)

"The playing is mesmeric and the good humour infectious." The Observer

"…a quirky, genre-crossing gaggle of songs which touch on everything from the lowest-slung 
desert blues to the most restrained English folk… the best tracks are worth paying money for. "
Independent on Sunday  

"The instrumentals, on guitar, bouzouki and saz, are sharp, the vocals whispered and crepuscular." Financial Times

“... here, playing sundry guitars, lutes, banjos and bouzoukis, they spin African, Balkans, Latin and blues elements into 
a darkly humorous music all their own.” The Daily Telegraph

“a splendidly atmospheric globe trotting acoustic set. Music to listen to with a tumbler of whisky on the porch as the sun 
fades. They say, reasonably enough, to file under Duskcore or Twi-Fi.” www.theartsdesk.com

“It's exhilarating and earthy.” Popmatters.com

“Their vocals are low-key, but the instrumental work is exquisite.” Guardian



PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th November

 Artist: Trio Joubran
 Title:  À L’Ombre des Mots

 Label: World Village

 Catalogue no: 479036

 Barcode:  794881933228

 Format: CD / DVD

 File under: World / UK

“À l’ombre des mots” (“In The Shadow Of The Words”) features the recording and filming of the concert given on 
September 19th 2008 at the Cultural Palace, in Ramallah, Palestine, on the memorial day of the great Palestinian poet 
Mahmoud Darwich, forty days after his death.
The story of the Joubran Trio’s creation can be traced back some ten years. Samir, the eldest, started his solo career with 
his first two albums, Taqaseem (1996) and Sou’fahm (2001). For his third album, Tamaas, Samir invited his younger brother 
Wissam to join him on his musical adventure. Randana (2005) and then Majâz (2007 are the trio’s very first albums. Adnan, 
the youngest, had joined in with his older brothers to form the first and only oud’ trio known of to this date. With their skillful, 
heart-wrenching improvisations that tell of Palestine, the trio brings to bear harmony and sweetness, depth and joy. On the 
stage, as their eyes meet, their instruments join together to express that which the spoken word cannot. The musical virtu-
osity of the three musicians receives universal acclaim, and the trio is quickly invited to play with numerous other artists, in 
particular with great poets of the likes of Mahmoud Darwich. Tracklisting:

1. Laytaka
2. Le Lanceur de Dés part 1
3. Masar
4. Le Lanceur de Dés part 2
5. L’Art d’Aimer
6. Le Lanceur de Dés part 3
7. Majaz
8. Le Lanceur de Dés part 4
9. Sur Cette Terre
10. Le Lanceur de Dés part 5
11. Saraab
12. Une Rime pour les Mu’allaqât
13. Mural

Back catalogue also now available on World Village:

Randana 479031  Majaz 479032



PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th November

 Artist:  Faiz Ali Faiz & Titi Robin
 Title:  Jaadu (Magic)

 Label: Accords Croises

 Catalogue no: AC130

 Barcode:  794881937028

 Format: CD 

 File under: World / Pakistan-France 

Thierry “Titi” Robin’s first album was recorded in 1983, so he is hardly a new name, but he only played his first UK gig this 
year, followed by a three date mini tour and the release of his 1993 classic album “Gitans”. Hot on the heels of this burst 
of activity comes this second new album with the acclaimed qawwali vocalist Faiz Ali Faiz. The partnership follows the 
success of the qawwali-flamenco project (AC114/15) organised by Accords Croises in which Faiz participated. 

These two talented musicians have created more than a simple dialogue. They have decided to go deeper towards a 
combined achievement. For this project Titi composed several original melodies, minutely selecting modes and rhythms 
which in his mind could best represent the world of qawwali. Faiz, on the other hand tried to find his inspiration in sacred 
poetic text which could convemiently match the instrumental creation. Then he adjusted them in a way they could be 
interpreted by a qawwali group. Finally they polished the orchestral arrangements. This combined creation is unique.

Robin and Faiz are joined by a multi-cultural cast of musicians on voice, harmonium, accordion, winds and percussion.

The CD comes in a beautifully illustrated hardback digipack with Eng/Fr sleeve notes.
Tracklisting:

1. More Ângna  10.15
2. Rus Na  9.20
3. Ya Ali  11.27
4. Chambe di Booti 6.11
5. Mast Qalandar-Khiraj 
Aqeedat  10.27
6. Jâni Rât  10.01
7. Lâge Jiyâ  12.20



PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th November

 Artist:  Various Artists

 Title:  Ghana Funk from the 70s
 Label: Hippo Records

 Catalogue no: HIP012

 Barcode:  8714691017347

 Format: CD 

 File under: World / Ghana 

Reflecting the label’s longstanding ties with Ghana, where Hippo Records was born 20 years ago, the label proudly 
presents these 12 funky tracks from 70's Ghana - most of them either previously unreleased or extremely rare - from the 
archives of Essiebons Music and John Collins' Bokoor Studio.
The liner notes were written by Professor John Collins, the renowned expert on West African music.

Levels of interest in this outstanding era of West African music are higher than ever following the exceptional work of 
labels such as Soundway, Analog Africa, Strut, Honest Jons and Otrabanda.

This excellent compilation provides further proof (as if any were 
needed) of the sheer depth of quality of music coming out of post-
independence Ghana.

Also available (on Otrabanda):
OTB08  Bokoor Beats 
Bokoor Beats collects vintage afro-beat, afro-rock and electric 
highlife tracks recorded by John Collins in his Bokoor Studio as 
well as his own compositions with his group Bokoor Band. It also 
features tracks by Brekete & The Big Beats, Mangwana Stars, 
Oyikwam Internationals and T.O. Jazz. 

Tracklisting:

1. C.K. Mann - Okuan Tsentsen Awar         6.46
2. Rob - Read The Bible                         5.28       
3. Cutlass Dance Band - Accra Makola      3.31      
4. Apagya Show Band - Kwaakwa           3.53           
5. Ebo Taylor - Amponsah                       5.10      
6. Apagya Show Band - Sika Nti              
5.33       
7. C.K. Mann & The Masters - Mber Papa 6.18        
8. Cutlass Dance Band - Kofi Wedzidzi     3.16        
9. Apagya Show Band - I Am Black           3.57       
10. Gyedu-Blay Ambolley - Bolga Besia     4.01      
11. Cutlass Dance Band - Sukuu Yede         4.04     
12. Amartey Hedzoleh - Dza Hunu Tso         4.57    



File under: World 

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

KOTTARASHKY
Opa Hey! 
Asphalt Tango  CDATR2609   4047179408820
CD digipack      World / Bulgaria
Kottarashky is a 21st century digital master musician with his hands sunk deep in the past - 
vintage Balkan field recordings, classic jazz and blues, psychedelic sounds, clubbeats and 
extraordinary, archetypal Gypsy voices, guttural shouts and lyrical laments are all molded and 
thrown into new shapes. The songs of his debut album “Opa Hey!” sound like tales told by a 
people who have all the time in the world: time to contemplate, enjoy, engage and dream; to 
take pleasure in unexpected twists and turns; to be inspired by the details and vividness of 
marginal existence. The resulting digital pick-and-mix hits you like a panoramic puzzle of 
sounds collected and put together from a night’s walk through the streets of Sofia.
It is an ethno-music born of a city lacking cultural identity that is torn between contemporary 
European globalism, Balkan provincialism and a living if largely forgotten folk tradition. It’s a 
music inspired by that environment but also in reaction to it, a journey down roads less trav-
elled, through the Bulgarian backwoods and back via the laptop to the 21st century.

ORQUESTA ARAGON 
The Lusafrica Years
Lusafrica   562412   3567255624124
CD digipack       World / Cuba
It was on september 1939 that Orquesta Aragon performed their first show at a private party in 
a house of Cienfuegos, on the corner of Christina and Gloria streets. It is the date that 
remained as the official birth of the group. 
To celebrate that event making Orquesta Aragon one of the oldest groups still in activity, 
Lusafrica is releasing this “Best Of” album of recordings the Cuban charanga did for the 
Parisian label - in three exceptional albums (Quien Sabe Sabe - 1998, La Charanga Eterna - 
1999, En Route - 2001), the Cuban group has returned to the spotlight with a series of UK gigs 
this summer and conquered a new audience with their dizzying rhythms. 
This album also includes three exclusive tracks, recorded during the studio sessions of La 
Charanga Eterna and En Route. The songs are not the same selection as on the recent 70th 
Anniversary four CD collection (Lusafrica 562402).

ANIBAL ARIAS
Escenas de la Ciudad 
Winter & Winter  910160-2   025019016020
CD digipack      World / Argentina
The Audio Film (cinema for closed eyes) “Escenas de la Ciudad” (Scenes in the City) charac-
terizes Buenos Aires. The loud hustle and bustle of the city never stops and music fills the 
atmosphere. This is a record about the city and its legendary guitar player Aníbal Arias, one of 
the stars of the Café de los Maestros.
In the middle of Buenos Aires, in San Telmo near Plaza Dorrego the grand old master Aníbal 
Arias, the singer Lidia Borda, the guitar player Ignacio López, old friend and long time musical 
partner Osvaldo Montes on bandoneon and the violinist Ramiro Gallo meet in the quiet patio 
of a former prison, now a museum. 87-year old Arias is a tango institution, a walking history of 
the music. Here he presents a selection of his favourite works.  



File under: World 

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Fiesta Balkanica
Network   495128   785965951283
CD digipack       World / Balkans
In the Balkans festivals and concerts have a dynamic of their very own: musicians and audi-
ence quickly interact and mutually rouse each others spirits. Sometimes this can result in wild 
ecstasy. In Network’s Balkan fiesta are: the pan-Balkan group Sandy Lopicic Orchestra, the 
speedy Clejani Express from Romania; the “Gypsy Queen” Esma Redžepova, the Istanbul 
Oriental Ensemble and Bratsch from Paris.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
World Ballads
Network   495130   785965951306
2xCD longbox     World / Compilations
“A peaceful oasis in a noisy world.” Celebrating Network’s 30th anniversary, here is a chance 
to unwind with this double album’s worth of balladry from the label’s catalogue. Featuring art-
ists from many corners of the globe, including the likes of Youssou N’Dour, Djivan Gasparyan, 
Esma Redzepova, Gigi, Paulinho da Viola and many more.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Fiesta Tropical
Network   495129   785965951290
CD digipack       World / Latin
From Havana to Rio de Janeiro: “It’s party time!” Salsa and son montuno from Cuba, 
Caribbean cocktails mixed by Izaline Calister and her band from Curacao, hot soca from 
Trinidad and Tobago, champeta criolla from the Caribbean coast of Colombia, samba-reggae 
by Luizinho Viera, Banda Mel and Jimmy Cliff, warm samba sounds by Paulinho da Viola, tan-
gos by Sexteto Mayor from Buenos Aires.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Silk Road
Playasound Airmail  SA141189   3700089411892
CD        World / China
The Silk Road came into existence in the third century BC and was in active use until the six-
teenth century. It is the name given to the extensive network of trade routes that stretch across 
Asia  and connect various parts of that continent with Europe; it runs from China through 
Central Asia to the Mediterranean. Throughout its long existence the Silk Road also facilitated 
cultural and religious exchanges. This recording features music from nine countries from China 
to Greece, and including Kirghizistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Iran, Azerbaijan, Armenia and 
Turkey.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Scottish Pipes - Single Malt
Playasound Airmail  SA141190   3700089411908
CD        World / Scotland / Folk
This recording, produced by the fine Scottish label Greentrax, presents the best of Scottish 
pipe band and ceilidh music. 



PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th November

 Artist:  Ivo Neame 
 Title:  Caught in the Light of Day

 Label: Edition Records

 Catalogue no: EDN1016
   
 Barcode:  5065001530067
   
 Format: CD 

 

 File under: Jazz 

Over the last few years Ivo Neame has recorded and performed throughout the world on piano and saxophone with diverse 
artists such as Matthew Herbert, Seb Rochford, F-ire collective big band, Stan Sulzmann, Tim Garland, Jim Mullen, Gerard 
Presencer, Mark Lockheart, Alec Dankworth, Gilad Atzmon, Henry Lowther and Julian Siegel. Now it is his turn to shine!

His new album ‘Caught In The Light of Day’ demonstrates the combined brilliance of his writing and playing.  Listen to it once 
and you’ll be impressed. Listen twice and its gifts will begin to unfold. The quality of the writing and the performances are 
immediately apparent but on repeated listens you hear how the musicians foster and nurture these compositions. Neame 
trusts his team and lets them take the form of each track into their own hands. This record is about interplay, about letting the 
music breathe.

“Young Loop Collective-affiliated pianist Neame has a refreshing, melodic approach laced with plenty of sly modern flourishes 
and a knack for a writing a good tune...with this cracking quartet showcasing prodigiously gifted vibes player Jim Hart, deeply 
sonorous Danish bassist Jasper Høiby and the excellent drumming of James Maddren.” Time Out

Ivo Neame live in concert as part of the Edition Records Festival 
3rd Nov Pizza Express, Soho 

http://editionrecords.com/ad2right/

Track listing: 

1. Caught in the Light of Day 9:05
2. Birdbrained   5:10
3. Quixotic   9:35
4. Enigmatic   11:21
5. Passing Point  8:55
6. Free At Last   6:23
7. Pear-shaped   6:46

Musicians: 
Ivo Neame – piano
Jim Hart – vibes
Jasper Hoiby – double bass
James Maddren – drums



PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th November

 Artist:  Bobby Hutcherson 
 Title:  Wise One

 Label: Kind of Blue

 Catalogue no: KOB10034 
   
 Barcode:  076119002082
   
 Format: CD 

 

 File under: Jazz 

Bobby Hutcherson’s second album for Kind of Blue is a homage to John Coltrane.

John Coltrane, the man and his music, has long been a profound influence on the 
artistic path treaded by Bobby Hutcherson - almost from the very beginning of the 
great vibraphonist's impressive career.  Hutcherson remembers penciling on a fake 
moustache as an underaged teenager in his native Los Angeles so as to gain 
entrance to first hear the iconic saxophonist play in a local jam session preceding an 
engagement with the Miles Davis Quintet.  "I got there early and he was in the back 
practicing and I was the only one sitting out there in front. That was great because 
nobody was there and I got to hear him practice. He practiced all the way up to the 
time that they played for the jam session.  I never heard anybody practice like that …"

The music on this date is Hutcherson's "offering" to the spirit of John Coltrane, a grati-
tude filled homage to the man whose life and music acutely affected the great vibra-
phonist's own approach to the deep calling that has made his own life a most reward-
ing one.  In describing his reasons for choosing this particular repertoire he says sim-
ply, "Songs that I like, things and stories that I like … These melodies have a natural 
order to them; the question and the answer of them - the boldness and the strength of 
them, things that are very natural.  So that's the reason why that I got these songs. 
Even when they weren't written by Trane, some of the songs that Trane played you 
see those same thoughts."

Track listing: 
1. Wise One  7:52
2. Like Sonny  5:50
3. Aisha   5:10
4. Equinox  5:30
5. All or Nothing at All 6:58
6. Nancy (with the laughing face) 
   4:36
7. Spiritual  6:42
8. Out of this World 6:17
9. Dear Lord  4:59

Musicians:
Bobby Hutcherson - vibes
Anthony Wilson - guitar
Joe Gilman - piano
Glenn Richman - bass
Eddie Marshall - drums

NEW 
LABEL!



 File under: Jazz

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

MARK SOSKIN
Man Behind the Curtain
Kind of Blue   KOB10035   076119002099
CD    
“My second CD for the Kind of Blue label and tenth as a leader is a further exploration of the 
quartet setting, sort of a followup to the one prior. I'm continuously searching for new ways in 
which to create interest and get various textures out of the small group.
It certainly helps to have players involved who have their own strong identities and ones who 
will take the music beyond what is written. With that said, I think that Ravi Coltrane, Bill 
Stewart and Jay Anderson have helped me to achieve my goal. The music here is made up of 
some favorite melodies of mine by various composers and three original compositions.”

ROBERTA GAMBARINI
Under Italian Skies
Kind of Blue   KOB10033   076119001979
2CD        
Roberta Gambarini is one of the finest jazz singers in the world, perhaps the finest interpreter of 
“scat” since Ella Fitzgerald. She headlines the major jazz festivals the world over and is a “rising 
star” in reader’s polls in Downbeat and Jazz Times. Bassist Andrea Donati is a musician, com-
poser and arranger, highly rated by maestro Ennio Morricone. He has also produced albums by 
the Nuttree Quartet, Marco Pereira, Tony Scott and the Los Angeles Jazz Ensemble among oth-
ers. Alda Merini is Italy’s greatest living poet. These 2 CDs were recorded in Italy in the late 
nineties and re-mixed and re-mastered in 2009. They are Roberta’s and Andrea’s tribute to 
Merini and to Italy. Absolutely noteworthy is Roberta’s use of her voice as an “instrument”, cre-
ating a tone poem of timeless beauty. The duo are backed by a mostly Italian band, on 
Hammond organ, sax, trumpet, accordion, drums and percussion, but no knowledge of Italian is 
required to appreciate the wonderful work herein.

(ANOTHER) NUTTREE QUARTET
Something Sentimental
Kind of Blue   KOB10032   076119001962
CD       
The follow up to The Nuttree Quartet - Standards (KOB10023) which received 4-star reviews in 
all the major jazz magazines and has since become a modern classic. This “(Another) Nuttree 
Quartet” which has Adam Nussbaum and John Abercrombie at its core, sees Dave Liebman 
on saxophone (in place of Jerry Bergonzi) and Jay Anderson on bass (in place of Gary Versace 
on B3 Hammond). This is a again a set of standards played with exquisite beauty.

Many purists would probably say that calling a new jazz label "Kind of Blue" was almost blasphemous. After all, most critics 
believe that the Miles Davis album of that name to be the finest jazz recording of all time.
Roy Tarrant, founder and executive producer of this Swiss-based label acknowledges the name to be "ambitious" but 
believes that ultimately the quality of the music will fully justify its choice. The philosophy of the label is extremely simple: the 
finest available jazz musicians recorded in the best studios in the world. Most of the recordings are "live to 2-track" with a 
minimum of overdub and editing. The sound quality is warm but perfect.

NEW 
LABEL!



 File under: Jazz

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

HOUSTON PERSON
Mellow
HighNote   HCD7206   632375720629
CD       
Houston Person can wail with the best of them, but he also may be the best tenor saxophonist 
since Ben Webster when it comes to presenting soulful, romantic ballads.  Here on his newest 
recording, made under the watchful eyes and ears of Rudy Van Gelder he works his magic on 
ten great tunes accompanied by John di Martino on piano, with Ray Drummond, John 
Chirillo and Lewis Nash rounding out the rhythm section. With one original, one jazz standard 
and eight classics from the Great American Songbook, Houston Person shows that the best 
music is still the music that speaks directly to the heart.

Check the HighNote website for their extensive list of Houston Person recordings

JOEY DEFRANCESCO
Snap Shot
HighNote   HCD7199   632375719920
CD        
Joey DeFrancesco has come a long way from “All of Me,” his recording debut as a leader 
made in 1989 as a fresh-faced 17-year-old. From the get-go, the Philadelphia native estab-
lished his credentials with virtuoso technique and an innate soulfulness that he developed 
under the tutelage of his father, Papa John DeFrancesco, a B-3 burner in his own right. 
Combining monstrous chops with a flair for showmanship and an unquenchable urge to burn, 
DeFrancesco almost single-handedly put the B-3 back in the public eye. Today DeFrancesco is 
regarded by organ aficionados as the baddest B-3 burner in the business, a claim supported 
by his seven consecutive DownBeat Critics Polls. “Snapshot,” Joey's latest featuring his 
Original Trio of Paul Bollenback and Byron Landham, manages to look both ahead and back 
- back to the trio's roots which extend back 15 years - and ahead to musical triumphs to come.  
At the same time, the live recording is very much “of the moment” and captures a true snap-
shot of these great musicians, in the heat of the creative process and preserves it in the ones 
and zeros of this CD.

also available:
HCD7190 Joey D!
HCD7105 Plays Sinatra His Way
HCD7061 The Champ Round 2
HCD7032 The Champ
HCD7021 All in the Family



 File under: Jazz

LUCIEN DUBUIS TRIO & MARC RIBOT  
Ultime Cosmos
Enja    ENJ95402   063757954026
CD / DVD      
Lucien Dubuis (bcl, as); Marc Ribot (g); Roman Nowak (el b), Lionel Friedli (dr).
The Lucien Dubuis Trio turned Euroean festivals last year upside down.Described as "a tre-
mendous roar of life. Simultaneously modern and prmitive, it achieves to be concept driven 
while using a teenage language of revolution." Guitarist extraordinaire Marc Ribot feels thor-
oughly at home. The 60 minute DVD is much more than a “making of”. A dead pan comical 
essay on life in Brooklyn and Switzerland.

GLENN FERRIS
Ferris Wheel
Enja    ENJ91972   767522919721
CD         
Glenn Ferris (tb); Bruno Rousselet (b); Ernie Odoon (voc, perc).
France-based American trombonist Ferris has had a long career playing with a large array of 
jazz notables and beyond, including the Mothers of Invention and Stevie Wonder. For his fifth 
Enja album Ferris has chosen a trio format with a singer (from French band Lebocal). A wheel 
is made to revolve and in so doing, energy is manifested. As the Glenn Ferris trio performs, 
musical energy is  unleashed, creating its own park full of musical attractions.
"...like Zappa, Ferris's music bubbles with serious fun. Like Erik Satie, Ferris delivers his apho-
ristic erudition with virtuosity and a Dadaistic wink..." Jazztimes

ROSEBUD
Rosebud Plays the Music of Newport
Enja    ENJ91942   767522919424
CD        
Beate Sampson (voc): Geoff Goodman (g); Till Martin (sax); Johannes Herrlich (tb).
Rosebud Plays the Music of the Newport Folk Festival is an ingenious reworking of songs from 
the American folk and blues traditions, a harmonic, melodic, improvised remoulding of those 
traditions into a more modern mythos. The genius of this music is that it shines a new light on 
the folk tradition, augmenting and at times transforming it. Perhaps more to the point; Rosebud 
Plays the Music of Newport is simply a joy to listen to.

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

ISABELLE OLIVIER
My Foolish Harp
Enja    ENJ91962   767522919622
CD        
Isabelle Olivier (harp);  Louis Sclavis (cl); Peter Erskine (dr); Youn Sun Nah (voc); David 
Venitucci (acc).
As artistic director of the Métamorphose arts company, Isabelle Olivier keeps exploring the 
harp in a new fashion, offering a unique blend of jazz, classical, contemporary as well as tradi-
tional music. Her bold approach is characterized by permanent risk-taking and a strong desire 
to collaborate with musicians and artists proceeding from various backgrounds like theater, 
dance, circus, etc. “Isabelle's harp blends harmoniously with her magnificent quintet, offering 
an original, ground-breaking, repertoire. The music is beautiful, as unfettered and wild as the 
ocean, open on all ends.” Jazzman 



 File under: Jazz

MAKAYA & THE TSOTSIS  
Makaya & the Tsotsis
Enja    ENJ21292   063757212928
CD digipack       
Heinz Sauer (sax); Bob Degen (p); Isla Eckinger (b); Makaya Ntshoko (dr).
Straight-ahead post-bop date from South African drummer who played in the Dollar Brand Trio, 
and with Mal Waldron, John Tchicai, Joe McPhee and more. His only date as a leader.

GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA
Blues in Orbit
Enja    ENJ21302   063757213024
CD digipack        
1969 and 1971 recordings with Gil Evans leading his orchestra on some memorable charts. 
“A near-classic release” *****All Music Guide to Jazz

TETE MONTOLIU
Songs for Love
Enja    ENJ21172   063757211723
CD digipack      
Solo ballads album from 1974 from the blind Spanish pianist.

 NEW RELEASES
30th November

JOHN SCOFIELD
Shinola
Enja    ENJ21462   063757214625
CD digipack      
John Scofield (el g); Steve Swallow (el b); Adam Nussbaum (dr).
Recorded live in Munich in December 1981, this intense set captures the guitarist’s artistry 
shortly before he joined the Miles Davis band.

RAY ANDERSON
Crossfire
Enja    ENJ21432   063757214328
CD digipack       
Ray Anderson (tb, voc); Kenny Barron (p); Cecil McBee (b); Dannie Richmond (dr).
Reinventing standards on this early date by the boisterous trombonist with an all-star line-up. 

Five new volumes in the ENJA 24 BIT MASTER EDITION series
- classics from the label’s extensive back catalogue in new packaging
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 NEW RELEASES
30th November

********* BD JAZZ ********
A very original collection dedicated to the jazz legends - each artist compilation consists of 
two CDs, a biopgraphy and an original 22-page comic by a leading French graphic artist. 

Text is in English.
2xCD longbox format

Ella 
Fitzgerald
ENJZ286
9782849072868

Erroll 
Garner
ENJZ287
9782849072875

Lester 
Young
ENJZ288
9782849072882

Charlie 
Parker
ENJZ289
9782849072899

Django 
Reinhardt
ENJZ290
9782849072905

Nat King 
Cole
ENJZ281
978284907281

Louis 
Armstrong
ENJZ282
9782849072820

Sidney 
Bechet
ENJZ283
9782849072837

Billie 
Holiday
ENJZ284
9782849072844

Dizzy 
Gillespie
ENJZ285
9782849072851
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 NEW RELEASES
30th November

MASTERS OF AMERICAN MUSIC 
THE STORY OF JAZZ
Medici Arts  2057158  880242571588
DVD     98 mins
• The Story of Jazz puts the crown on the brilliant, highly acclaimed Masters of 
American Music Series, which has profiles some of the music’s pivotal figures: John 
Coltrane, Sarah Vaughan, Miles Davis, Count Basie, Thelonious Monk, Billie Holiday 
and Charlie Parker. The film places these important artists into historical context, 
allowing us to see them in the proper perspective.
• The Story of Jazz is also a captivating trek through the stylistic changes that have 
kept jazz so fresh for all these years: New Orleans traditions, Stride, Swing, Boogie 
Woogie, Big Band, Jump Band, the singers, the dancers, the blues, Bebop, Afro-
Cuban, Cool, Free-form...
• It also adds to the list such equally vital innovators as Coleman Hawkins, Ornette 
Coleman, Lester Young, Ella Fitzgerald, Jelly Roll Morton, Benny Goodman, Charles 
Mingus, Duke Ellington and Dizzy Gillespie... and the
personal first-hand observations of dozens of great jazz artists.
• Never before have the filmed comment of so many important jazz artists been 
assembled for one project, and never before has the history of jazz been told as viv-
idly and with such attention to historic detail. A wonder!

Masters of American Music is an award-winning television series of ten shows that celebrate a 
pantheon of the greatest innovators in Jazz. Both the video and audio content now has been 
restored and remastered in accordance with state-of-the-art specifications, employing award-winning 
tools exclusively for this production. Produced by Toby Byron, it was the first TV series devoted to 
Jazz. Individual programmes trace the lives and works of master musicians who defined the course 
of America's classical music. From its birth in New Orleans, to swing, the big bands, bebop, free 
Jazz and beyond: all of it is explored with sensitivity and in unique depth.

The first five of ten DVDs are now available
All titles are LIMITED EDITION and NEWLY DIGITALLY REMASTERED

Picture format DVD: NTSC 4:3
Sounds formats DVD: PCM Mono 2.0
Region code: 0
Languages: English, German, French
Booklet notes: English
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MASTERS OF AMERICAN MUSIC 
SATCHMO - LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Medici Arts  2057088  880242570888
DVD      88 mins
• Satchmo. There are very few people in the USA – or the world – who would not 
recognize that name. Born at the turn of the century, Louis Armstrong was a living 
symbol of twentieth-century American Culture. He revolutionized the world of music 
and became one of the nation’s most influential entertainers.
• This definitive film portrait is comprised of a carefully selected group of Armstrong’s 
best performances – from Hollywood feature films to on-tour footage, from interna-
tional television appearances to home movies – encompassing his entire career. The 
narrative features Armstrong telling his own story in interviews spanning over forty 
years. Satchmo also contains on-camera interviews with many people touched by 
Armstrong – contemporaries, friends, collaborators, record producers, sidemen, 
younger musicians – including Dexter Gordon, Dave Brubeck, Doc Cheatham, 
Wynton Marsalis and over a dozen others!
• The producers were granted exclusive access to Armstrong’s house and an exten-
sive cache of personal papers, manuscripts, diaries, scrapbooks, homemade tape 
recordings, and photographs never before seen by the public.
• The result is a movie as entertaining as the man was himself!

MASTERS OF AMERICAN MUSIC 
CELEBRATING BIRD - THE TRIUMPH OF CHARLIE PARKER
Medici Arts  2057078  880242570789
DVD     59 mins
• Celebrating Bird: The triumph of Charlie Parker is the first and only authorized doc-
umentary about one of the great legends in American music.
• A virtuoso saxophonist, Parker – nicknamed Bird – created a new style of jazz 
before his death at 34. Celebrating Bird is the story of a musical era. It shows how 
the Swing Era gave way to bebop, and how Parker used the tradition of jazz to fash-
ion a startling and innovative music. Parker’s life is traced from Kansas City, Kansas, 
where he was born in 1920 to his ascendancy as a pioneer in the New York jazz 
scene of the 1950s.
• The documentary includes a treasury of film clips, featuring Count Basie, Art Tatum, 
Louis Armstrong, Kenny Clarke, Lester Young, among others and interviews of his 
first wife, Rebecca Parker Davis, for the first time on camera, of Chan Parker, his 
companion during his last year, and of Dizzy Gillespie, drummers Roy Haynes and 
Roy Porter, critic Leonard Feather...
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MASTERS OF AMERICAN MUSIC 
LADY DAY - THE MANY FACES OF BILLIE HOLIDAY
Medici Arts  2057098  880242570987
DVD     59 mins
• Aimed at the aficionado and novice alike, this documentary swings, both visually 
and aurally. What a Little Moonlight Can Do, You can’t Take That Away From Me, 
Lover Man, On the Sunny Side of the Street, God Bless the Child, Strange Fruit, 
Fine and Mellow, and Swing, Brother, Swing (among many others) all come brilliantly 
to life on the screen.
• Most presentations of Billie Holiday, whether in picture or in word, feature Billie 
Holiday as the sad victim of hard times and hard drugs. With such a stark outline, it’s 
no wonder that she is remembered more for her sensational exploits than for the sin-
gle fact of her life that matters above all others: that she was a great artist who, 
along with Louis Armstrong, invented modern jazz singing.
• The clips include Fine and Mellow, 1957, often called the greatest short film in jazz; 
New Orleans, 1946; as well as rare footage of Holiday on TV in England and in the 
United States; and – rarest of all – the Basie Band of 1937 on Randall’s Island, New 
York.

MASTERS OF AMERICAN MUSIC 
THELONIOUS MONK - AMERICAN COMPOSER
Medici Arts  2057118  880242571182
DVD     59 mins
• Pianistic ringleader of the bebop revolution, Thelonious Monk is maybe Jazz’ major 
composer after Duke Ellington.
• With Thelonious Monk III as an integral on-screen presence, we investigate the art-
istry of Thelonious Monk. The filmmakers visit the neighborhoods in which Monk 
lived and played – first, growing up on San Juan Hill in Manhattan; Minton’s 
Playhouse in Harlem; the famed 52nd St., as well as West 63rd St. in Manhattan, 
which has been renamed Thelonious Sphere Monk Street.
• Thelonious Monk explored an unorthodox musical talent with a totally unorthodox 
fingering at the piano. In the early fifties, Monk’s music and his recordings were mis-
understood and ignored. But the recordings continued to show growth. Rediscovered 
in the late ‘50s, following his heralded engagements at the Five Spot in New York, 
Monk was now employing a young tenor titan, John Coltrane. Compositions like 
Round Midnight, Straight, No Chaser, Ruby, My Dear, Well, You Needn’t, Crepuscule 
with Nellie, Blue Monk, are standards and covered by hundreds of artists the world 
over.
• The director, Matthew Seig, ex-aide to master director, Robert Altman, brings his 
insightful cinematic gifts to the production, and illuminates Thelonious Monk as never 
before.



"Her magical new album, Sentir, is her most mesmerising accomplishment so far, and will surely find a 
place on many a "record of the year" list in the coming months." Sunday Times 

"Highly catchy but deeply passionate." The Observer 

"Her voice is as fine and powerful as ever, especially on her gutsy duet with the Greek singer Elani 
Vitaly on the flamenco-tinged Porque, and on an exquisite treatment of the Ladino ballad Una Pastora, 
in which her voice is matched against an old recording of her father, a fine singer who died when she 
was one year old." The Guardian 

"Levy is a true artist, a rare talent and there are many moments here where this shines through." 
fRoots
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